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Abstract

Security is an important issue that must be considered as a fundamental requirement in information systems development, and particularly

in database design. Therefore security, as a further quality property of software, must be tackled at all stages of the development. The most

extended secure database model is the multilevel model, which permits the classification of information according to its confidentiality, and

considers mandatory access control. Nevertheless, the problem is that no database design methodologies that consider security (and therefore

secure database models) across the entire life cycle, particularly at the earliest stages currently exist. Therefore it is not possible to design

secure databases appropriately. Our aim is to solve this problem by proposing a methodology for the design of secure databases. In addition to

this methodology, we have defined some models that allow us to include security information in the database model, and a constraint

language to define security constraints. As a result, we can specify a fine-grained classification of the information, defining with a high degree

of accuracy which properties each user has to own in order to be able to access each piece of information. The methodology consists of four

stages: requirements gathering; database analysis; multilevel relational logical design; and specific logical design. The first three stages

define activities to analyze and design a secure database, thus producing a general secure database model. The last stage is made up of

activities that adapt the general secure data model to one of the most popular secure database management systems: Oracle9i Label Security.

This methodology has been used in a genuine case by the Data Processing Center of Provincial Government. In order to support the

methodology, we have implemented an extension of Rational Rose, including and managing security information and constraints in the first

stages of the methodology.

q 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Modern society forces business to evolve, and to manage

information correctly in order to achieve their objectives

and survive in the digital era. Organizations increasingly

depend on information systems (IS), which rely upon large

databases, and these databases therefore need increasingly

more quality and security [8]. Indeed, the very survival of

organizations depends on the correct management, security

and confidentiality of this information [14,15].

Consequently, protecting information that is stored in

databases is important for companies, but at times, it is also

important for individuals. This is because databases also
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frequently store information regarding private or personal

aspects of individuals, such as identification data, medical

data or even religious beliefs, ideologies, or sexual

tendencies. As a result, there are laws to protect the

individual’s privacy, such as the European Union Directive

95/46/CE of the European Parliament and Council, which

deals with the protection of personal data and its free

circulation [16]. These laws tend to be very strict, imposing

severe penalties for failure to comply with them. This

information should then be protected against non-authorized

access, thus fulfilling the existing data protection laws.

Some authors note that database protection is a serious

requirement that must be carefully considered, not as an

isolated aspect, but as an element present in all stages of the

database life cycle [13,19,21]. Even the Information

Systems Audit and Control Foundation affirms that

managers have to ensure that security is considered as an

integral part of the systems development life cycle process
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and is explicitly addressed during each phase of the

process [24].

In this article, we propose a methodology to build

multilevel databases, taking into consideration aspects of

security (with regard to confidentiality) from the earliest

stages to the end of the development process. We believe

that a new methodology for designing secure databases

should be an extension of a widely accepted modeling

language, in order to save developers from learning a new

model and its corresponding notation. Therefore, the

methodology we propose extends some well-known models,

such as different unified modeling language (UML) models

[7], the unified process (UP) [25], and the object constraint

language (OCL) [38]. This methodology allows us to create

conceptual and logical models of multilevel databases,

and implement them by using Oracle9i Label Security

(OLS9i) [29].

The rest of the article is organized as follows: in Section

2 we present related work. Section 3 presents a summary of

OLS9i. In Section 4 we provide an overview of the case

study. A concise revision of the secure database design

methodology, including subsections with details of each

stage and the models and languages that have been defined

is presented in Section 5. An overview of the CASE tool

developed is shown in Section 6. Section 7 collects the

lessons learned when applying the methodology to the case

study. Finally, in Section 8, we mention some conclusions

that have been drawn and future work to be carried out.
2. Related work

In spite of the fact that there is a vast amount of work

related to security and databases, not much work of this

integrates security into the database development process.

We can classify related work as follows:
†
 Database design. Traditional database design method-

ologies [4,11] do not consider security. Therefore, these

methodologies are not useful in developing secure

databases.
†
 Security design. Security methods can be organized into

three main generations: checklists, engineering, and

logic transformation methods [3]. These methods are

based on concepts that have appeared in parallel in the

ISs methodology generations, but integration between

software development and security is not achieved.

Castano et al. [9] present an interesting methodological

approach for designing security in databases, but they do

not consider security integration within the database

development process. Therefore, these security tech-

niques are not useful in developing secure databases.
†
 Integration of security in the software development

process. Many initiatives have been tested in order

to attain this objective, but none of the solutions
is completely satisfactory. Smith [36] proposed

the Semantic Data Model to conceptually design secure

databases, and Marks et al. [30] proposed the multilevel

object modeling technique, which is an extension of the

object modeling technique [33], in order to design

multilevel databases. These two initiatives offer very

interesting ideas, but they have not been completely

developed. Most recently, Chung et al. [10] also insist on

integrating security requirements in the design, by

providing the designers with models specifying security

aspects, but they do not deal with specific database

issues. Once again, Hall and Chapman [22] propose

different ideas for integrating security into the system

development process, but they only consider database

security from a cryptographic point of view. A very

serious and complete proposal is [26] where UML is

extended to develop secure systems. This approach is

very interesting, but again, it only deals with IS in

general, whilst conceptual and logical database design,

and secure database implementation are not considered.
3. Oracle9i label security

OLS9i [29] is a component of version 9 of Oracle

database management system (DBMS) which allows us to

implement multilevel databases [35]. OLS9i defines labels

that are assigned to the rows and users of the database.

These labels contain confidentiality information for the

rows, and authorization information for users. OLS9i

defines a combined access control mechanism, considering

mandatory access control (MAC) by using the content of the

labels, and discretionary access control (DAC) which is

based on privileges. An extended study of these access

control techniques can be found in [34]. This combined

access control imposes the rule that a user will only be

entitled to access a particular row if that user is authorized to

do so by the DBMS, he/she has the necessary privileges, and

the label of the user dominates the label of the row. Fig. 1

represents this combined access control mechanism.

Each security label contains security levels, user

compartments and hierarchical user groups, but these

components are different depending upon whether the

label is assigned to a row or to a user. Components of

labels for rows are as follows:
(a)
 Security levels: these denote the level of sensitivity of

the information. The higher the level of security, the

more sensitive is the information. Traditional security

levels (originally associated with military environ-

ments) are Unclassified, Confidential, Secret, and Top

Secret.
(b)
 User compartments: these identify sectors which will be

entitled to access the row. User compartments allow us

to form a horizontal classification of members of



Fig. 1. Access control mechanism.
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organizations. Members of a department or sector, or

workers on a project may belong to the same

compartment.
(c)
 Hierarchical user groups: these specify a set of user

roles that users have to play in order to be entitled to

access the row. Each organization can define a set of

hierarchical roles, assign responsibilities to each role,

and define who will be a member of each role. This

organization is useful in the prevention of data

dissemination and organizational changes.
Components of labels for users are as follows:
(a)
 Security levels: four security levels have to be defined

for each user: maximum level, which limits read

accesses (the user will not be able to read rows with a

higher security level than its maximum level); mini-

mum level, which limits write accesses (the user will

not be able to insert, update or delete rows with a lower

security level that its minimum level); default level,

which is the level (between the maximum and

minimum) in which the user is connected to the

DBMS; and row level, which is the level (between the

maximum and minimum) that is assigned to the row

when it is created by this user, and is not always used.
(b)
 User compartments: four compartment types must be

defined for each user; compartments with read access

permission; compartments with write access per-

mission; compartments by default; and row compart-

ments (not always used).
(c)
 Hierarchical user groups: four group types have to be

defined for each group; groups with read access
permission; groups with write access permission;

groups by default; and row groups (not always used).
Additionally, each user will have a set of discretionary

privileges. These privileges allow the user to avoid some

mandatory access control constraints.

Access control is enforced by OLS9i according to the

access type (read or write). The access control rules that

OLS9i enforces in the case of read access are as follows:
(1)
 The default user security level has to be greater than or

equal to the row security level.
(2)
 The user label has to include at least one of the

hierarchical groups (or ascendant) that the row label

contains.
(3)
 The user label has to include all the compartments that

the row label contains.
The access control rules that OLS9i enforces in the case

of write access are as follows, and in this order:
(1)
 The row security level has to be greater than or equal to

the minimum user security level, and less than or equal

to the default user security.
(2)
 If the row label contains some hierarchical groups,

the user label has to contain at least one of these

(or an ascendant), with write access permission. More-

over, the user label has to contain all the compartments

that the row label contains.
(3)
 If the row label does not contain any hierarchical

groups, the user label has to contain all the compart-

ments that the row label contains, but with write access

permission.



Fig. 2. Security policy, levels and groups definition.

Fig. 3. Labeling functions.
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All security information in OLS9i is in the context of a

security policy. When we create a security policy, we have

to specify the name of the policy, the name of the column

that will store the labels, and finally other options of the

policy. Once it has been defined, we must define the valid

levels, compartments and hierarchical groups in the context

of this security policy.

Fig. 2 illustrates an example in which MyPolicy is

created (1), indicating that the column that will store the

labels will be MyLabel, and also specifying two options:

HIDE, which means that MyLabel will be hidden for users;

and READ_CONTROL, which specifies that the DBMS has

to enforce the mandatory access control for read operations.

We define Low and High as valid security levels (2, 3).

When a new security level is defined, we have to specify the

name of the policy, a number that indicates the order of the

levels, a short name, and the name of the security level.

Then three hierarchical groups are defined (4–6), consider-

ing Europe as the most general group, and Northern Europe

and Southern Europe as descendents. When a new group

is created, we have to specify the name of the policy,

the number of the group, a short name, the name of the

group, and the short name of its father in the hierarchy.

Finally Electricity and Software are defined as two

different business lines, and therefore as two compartments

(7 and 8).

Once a policy has been defined, it can be discretionally

applied to one or more tables of the database. We also have

to define the mechanisms by which the rows will be labeled.

OLS9i offers three different ways to label rows:
(1)
 Explicitly specifying the label row once it has been

inserted into the database.
(2)
 Selecting the option LABEL_DEFAULT when the

policy is created. This option ensures that each row

inherits the row default security information from the

label of the user who creates it.
(3)
 By Labeling Functions, which are triggered when

operations INSERT or UPDATE are executed. Labeling

functions define the information of the security label

according to the value of the columns of the row that is

inserted or updated.
Fig. 3 shows a labeling function (1) which creates the

label to be assigned to a new row, according to the value of

the column TypeBusiness. If the business is Electricity then

the security label will be composed of the security level
Low, the compartment Electricity and the group Europe, and

in other cases (if the business is software), then the label is

composed of the security level High, the compartment

Software and the group Europe. Later, the function is

assigned to the table EconomicOperations (2).

Labels and privileges are manually assigned to the users.
4. Case study

In order to develop our methodology, we have used the

Action Research method [2], applying the methodology to

the redesign of a Spanish Provincial Government’s

database. Those involved in this process were mainly

Provincial Government managers and researchers.

The database that we considered in this case study was

used by an application, called System for the Accounting of

the Local Administration (SALA), which had various

confidentiality problems which were solved by creating a

new secure design of the database. The general aim of this

application was to control the budget and accounts of the

Provincial Government. This application not only manages

economic information about companies and individuals, but

also personal information about individuals. If minimal

security measures are taken into account, it is possible to

illegally explore economic and personal information, by

collecting addresses, account numbers, telephone numbers,

information about economic transactions, etc. Therefore, it

would be easy to discover the habits of companies and

individuals, and consequently to form a profile of them. In

this case, the public organization would be faced with legal

responsibilities.

The system was built in 1988, and was developed by a

team of 12 developers. It needed one and half years to be

completely operative. The DBMS that supports the

system is Ingres. The system is organized into 10 main

subsystems (expense, income, financed expenses, non-

budgetary operations, other resources, treasury, tax collec-

tor control, general accounting, third parties, and system

administration). The database has 74 tables with an average

of nine columns for each table.

In Section 5, we introduce our methodology, considering

some models and specifications that have been extracted

from this case study.
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5. Methodology overview

As we have mentioned previously, there is no satisfac-

tory solution to the problem of integrating security into the

database development process. Therefore, our main objec-

tive is to build a complete methodology (with the necessary

techniques) in order to develop secure databases. Consider-

ing this main objective, we have defined the following set of

partial sub-objectives with regard to the methodology: (1) it

has to be easy to learn; (2) it has to be flexible; (3) it has to

be implementation-independent; (4) it has to be made

specific to a particular DBMS; and (5) it has to be supported

by CASE tools.

The methodology is based on the UP and on traditional

database design methodologies, which are well-known in

the software development community. Moreover, the

methodology uses models and techniques that are based

on the UML and on the OCL, so sub-objective (1) is

satisfied. By using this methodology, we can build a general

secure database model that can be used to implement

the secure database with any DBMS used for implementing

secure databases. Thus the methodology is flexible and

implementation-independent. The methodology allows the

implementation of secure databases in OLS9i, so sub-

objective (4) is successful. Finally, a CASE tool has been

developed to support the methodology. This tool has been

integrated in Rational Rose as an add-in, so this collaborates

in satisfying sub-objectives (1) and (5).

The general structure of the methodology can be

observed in Fig. 4. Stages Requirements Gathering,

Database Analysis, and Multilevel Relational Logical

Design, allow us to build a general model of the secure

database, and finally the stage Specific Logical Design

adapts this general model to the particularities of OLS9i.

The methodology is open to the integration of another

Specific Logical Design after the Multilevel Relational

Logical Design in order to implement the secure database

using another DBMS (e.g. DB2).

In the following subsections, we present each stage in

more detail, illustrating them with a portion of the case

study. Additionally, we present the most important

techniques and models involved in each stage of the

methodology. Finally, we introduce some considerations

of verification and validation.
Fig. 4. Methodology stages.
5.1. Requirements gathering

As in any other development methodology, the

objective of this stage is to elicit and model requirements,

with the particularity that we must also consider security

requirements. Several artifacts are involved in this stage

(requirements catalog, business model, system glossary,

actors table, roles tree, use case table, persistent

information elements table, secure use case model and

interface prototypes), but the most important is that of the

secure use case model, which is an extension of the use

case model, and which allows us to indicate special

security characteristics of actors and use cases through

two stereotypes (secure use case and authorized actor). A

secure use case is a use case that has confidentiality

requirements. Secure use cases are those in which

sensitive information is read or written. Information that

is protected by personal data protection laws, and

information that is important for companies (business,

strategy, economy, etc.), and which they wish to be kept

secret, or with certain security measures, can be

considered sensitive. An authorized actor is an actor

who must have special authorization in order to execute a

particular use case. Fig. 5 shows a very straightforward

example of the secure use case model.

Most of the activities of the Requirements Gathering

stage have been inherited from the UP, and adapted to the

database development context, so these activities are not

described here. The activities in this stage are: gathering

initial requirements, creating the business model and the

system glossary, searching for actors, searching for use

cases, searching for persistent elements, describing use

cases, analyzing security in actors and in use cases, defining

priorities in use cases, structuring the use case model,

searching for relationships between use cases, and review-

ing use cases.

The most relevant (and new) activity from the point of

view of security is the analysis of security in actors and use

cases. Once use cases and actors have been identified, this

activity is in charge of analyzing all use cases, determining

which of them have confidentiality requirements and which

actors will need special authorization to execute secure use

cases. We then include the necessary stereotypes in the

secure use case model.

It is important to mention that at this stage, confidenti-

ality requirements (like other requirements) are not very

specific, and that we only identify use cases with

confidentiality requirements (specifying the corresponding

stereotype in the use case diagram), leaving the task of

representing the requirement in the conceptual model of the

database until the next stage.

The resulting artifacts of this stage (mainly the secure use

case model) are crucial for the success of the complete

methodology since, as with the UP, this methodology is

guided by use cases.
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5.2. Database analysis

The aim of this stage is to build the database conceptual

model, considering all the requirements that have been

elicited and modeled in the previous activities. The

conceptual model will be composed of several artifacts,

but the most representative from the point of view of

security is the secure class model, and a set of security

constraints, which will represent the origin of the resulting

multilevel database.

The secure class model makes it possible to specify

security information in classes, attributes and associations,

indicating the conditions that the users will have to fulfill in

order to access them, with regard to security levels and roles

of authorized users (user roles in our methodology are

equivalent to hierarchical groups in OLS9i). Traditional

security levels that have been considered in the context of

multilevel databases are Unclassified, Confidential, Secret

and Top Secret, but our methodology allows the analyst to

define the number and name of security levels, according to

the confidentiality properties of the database. On the other

hand, user roles represent an organizational classification of

users, where each role represents an activity or responsi-

bility within the company. These user roles will be

represented as accredited-actors in the secure use case

model.
In this methodology, we deal with secure or multilevel

databases, which are based on mandatory policies.

Moreover, in addition to security levels, user roles are

also integrated as confidentiality information, so MAC

and role based access control (in their basic models) are

supported in this methodology. Nevertheless, in spite of

the fact that discretionary access control (DAC) is one

of the most traditional and relevant access control

techniques, it has not been considered in the method-

ology, mainly due to its important security vulnerabilities:

DAC can be bypassed by Trojan Horses embedded in

programs, and it does not enforce any control on the flow

of information once this information is acquired by a

process [34].

The language that we use to specify security constraints

is the Object Security Constraint Language (OSCL) [32],

which is an extension of the OCL [38]. The OSCL language

allows the specification of the security constraints that

define the information about the security of classes,

attributes or associations, depending on a particular

condition. For instance, Fig. 6 specifies a security constraint

with the following semantics: the security level of the

objects belonging to the class CreditorOfTheExpenseBudget

will be Unclassified if refunds are less than or equal to

3.000, Secret if refunds are less than or equal to 10.000 and

greater than 3.000, and Top Secret in other cases.



Fig. 6. Example of OSCL constraint.

Table 1

Valid security levels

Unclassified U

Secret S

Top secret T
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Once again, almost all the activities in this stage

(architectural analysis, use case analysis, class analysis

and package analysis) are inherited from the UP and are not

described in the article. The new activity to be included in

this stage is Security Analysis, which is composed of the

following tasks:
(1)
 Specification of the valid security levels for the

database, according to their properties of confidenti-

ality. The left-hand column of Table 1 represents the

valid security levels that we have specified for this case

study, and in the right-hand column, the abbreviations

used in secure class models are specified.
(2)
 Definition of the user roles hierarchy, considering the

type of users that will access the database. Part of the

roles hierarchy that has been defined for the case study

database is shown in Fig. 7. For each role, a short name,

which is used in the diagrams, is also defined.
(3)
 Assignation of security levels to classes, attributes and

associations, taking into account the security properties

of the information, and the inherent constraints (see

Section 5.5) of the secure class model. The secure class

model has different inherent constraints that must be

fulfilled, such as ‘the security level of the attributes

should be equal to or more restricted than the security

level of the class they belong to’. Fig. 8 illustrates an
Fig. 7. Roles hierarc
example of a secure class model, and we can observe

that in the diagram, security levels are represented as

tagged values, but that in practice, only classes are

classified (attributes and associations are not). We are

able to assign an individual security level to an element,

which means that all instances of that element will be

classified exactly in this security level. For example, all

instances of the class CconfidentialInformation will be

Top Secret. We can also assign two security levels to an

element: maximum and minimum. For example, all

instances of the class BankingData will be classified

between Unclassified and Secret, and this classification

will depend on a security constraint.
(4)
 Classification of classes, attributes and associations into

different authorized user roles. Fig. 8 shows how user

roles are represented by means of tagged values, and

that again, in practice, only classes are classified. For

instance, the class EconomicalData has been defined as

security level T and role OAC. This means that the

information of the instances that belong to that class

will only be accessible to users who have the security

level Top Secret and who play the role OAL (Account

Area Operator). If there is no security information

associated with a class, then it is accessible to all users.
(5)
 Specification of security constraints, which define the

security information of different model elements, using

OSCL. In Fig. 8, we can also observe three OSCL

constraints, which define the security level of the

objects, depending on the value of their different

attributes. For instance, the security constraint associ-

ated with the class BankingData indicates that the

security level of its objects will be Secret if the value of

the attribute BankDescription is equal to Non-Spanish

Bank, and Unclassified in any other case.
(6)
 Analysis of other kinds of security constraints. This

methodology is focused on confidentiality problems,

but this activity has been defined in order to take into

account other security problems in analysis time. In this

activity we should try to identify additional security
hy.



Fig. 8. Third parties class diagram.
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requirements, which can be related to confidentiality,

integrity or availability.
(7)
 Definition of the user authorization information, which

is composed of the security level and the roles that users

play. This activity allows us to identify the users of the

database (that will be instances of actors) and to define

their authorization information.
(8)
 Security revision. The aim of this activity is to check the

coherence between all the aspects of security that have

been defined, both for class model elements and for

users.
Table 2

Multilevel relational model

(a) REL1(RL1, RR1, A11, L11, R11,.A1m, L1m, R1m)

.
RELn(RLn, RRn, An1, Ln1, Rn1,.Anm, Lnm, Rnm)

(b) hREL1, IL1, SR1, A11, DT11, VL11, VR11,.A1m, DT1m, VL1m, VR1mi

.
hRELn, ILn, SRn, An1, DTn1, VLn1, VRn1, . Anm, DTnm, VLnm, VRnmi

(c) Context RELk inv: SecurityAttributeZOSCLExpression
5.3. Multilevel relational logical design

This stage is the bridge between the database conceptual

model and the database specific logical design model. We

believe that it is very important to maintain the indepen-

dence between a general logical model and the different

specific logical models, because multilevel and other

authorization issues vary considerably from one product to

another. Up until now we have only considered a general

relational security database model because relational

databases are the most widely used at present [28], but it

could easily be possible to adapt the methodology to

develop secure object-relational or object oriented

databases.

As we can see, in this methodology there is a ‘gap’

between this stage and the previous one. In fact, in the

conceptual model we use an object oriented paradigm,
and in the logical model, a relational paradigm. This

problem is solved by defining transformation rules that

adapt concepts from the conceptual to the logical model, as

in other methodologies such as [6,31].

If we extended the methodology to the object oriented

database paradigm, we would not have this gap between the

two different paradigms and the transformation of the

conceptual to the logical model would be more

straightforward.

The three components of the general multilevel relational

model are:

Database relational model. This component includes the

definition of each relation of the database, considering

the attributes necessary for representing the confidentiality

information. Using the structure shown in Table 2 (a), we

define this component as a set of n relations, where RELi is

the name of the relation i, RLi and RRi are attributes that

will, respectively, contain the security level and role of

each row of relation i, Aij is the name of the attribute j,
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and Lij and Rij are attributes that will, respectively, contain

the security level and role of the attribute Aij.

Metainformation of the model. Each relation has a

metainformation tuple associated with it, which includes

the datatype of the attributes, and the valid values of the

attributes related to security information of the tuples and

attributes. We define this component as a set of tuples, as is

shown in Table 2 (b), where RELi is the name of the

relation i, ILi and SRi are the interval of security levels and

the set of user roles that has been respectively defined for

this relation i, Aij is the name of the attribute j, DTij is the

datatype of Aij, and VLij and VRij are the interval of

security levels and the set of user roles that has been

respectively defined for Aij.

Security constraints. All the security constraints defined

in the conceptual model are specified in this model without

loss or modification of their semantics. Each security

constraint has the format shown in Table 2 (c), where RELk

is the name of the associated relation, SecurityAttribute is

the name or the attribute that the security constraint defines

(it can be RLk, RRk, RLk, Lki or Rki), and the OSCLExpres-

sion is the condition that determines the value of the

SecurityAttribute.

Although security constraints are also metainformation,

we have separated them from the rest of the metainforma-

tion and consider a separate element in the model where all

security constraints are grouped.

The activities in this stage deal with the transformation of

all the elements from the secure class diagram into the

multilevel relational model. This transformation is similar

to the common transformation between conceptual and

logical models (see, for example [1,6,31]), differing only in

the security information. Security levels and user roles,

which have been included in the conceptual model as UML

tagged values, and OSCL security constraints, should be

appropriately transformed into concepts in the multilevel

relational model. We can summarize this transformation as

follows:
†
 Each class, attribute, association, and generalization

hierarchy must be transformed into relations and

attributes of these relations according to traditional

transformation rules [1,6,17,31]. The relational database

model will be partially completed with the name of

relations (RELi) and attributes that have been derived

from the class diagram (Aij). Also, the metainformation

of the model is partially completed with the name of the

relations (RELi) and attributes (Aij), and the datatypes

described in the class diagram (DTij).
†

Fig. 9. Database relational model (multilevel relational model).
For each tagged value of a class, containing the security

level of the class, we must include some information in

the multilevel relational model:

B If the value is an interval this means that the security

level of a row may be different to the security level

of another row. Thus, in the database relational model

we have to define a new attribute for the corresponding
relation in order for it to contain the security level of

each row (RLi). Otherwise, the security level would be

the same for all rows, and it would therefore not be

necessary to define an attribute.

B In association with the corresponding relation, the

value of the security level (ILi) has to be stored in the

metainformation of the model.
†
 We must include information in the multilevel relational

model, considering the two previous rules (defined as Lij

and VLij) for each tagged value of an attribute, contain-

ing the security level of the class.
†
 In this model, we must include the following information

for each tagged value of a class which contains the

security roles of the class:

B If the class has an associated security constraint,

which makes the set of authorized roles for each row

vary, a new attribute must be included in the database

relational model (RRi). If not, the security roles will

be the same for all rows, and it is not necessary to

define an attribute for them.

B In association with the corresponding relation, the

value of the user roles (SRi) has to be stored in the

metainformation of the model.
†
 For each tagged value of an attribute containing the

security roles of the class, we have to include information

in the multilevel relational model, considering the two

previous rules (defined as Rij and VRij).
†
 Each OSCL constraint has to be adapted to this model.

The name of the relation (RELi) is derived from the name

of a class or an association of the class diagram, and the

SecurityAttribute has been previously defined in the

database relational model, and is derived from a tagged

value of the class diagram. The OCLExpression has to be

adapted to the new relation and attributes.

A fragment of the multilevel relational model in our

example can be seen in this subsection, but for reasons

of space, we have only selected three classes of the secure

class diagram to illustrate the results of this stage: Bank-

ingData, LaterFinantialYearsCreditorAndDebtor, and

CreditorOfTheExpenseBudget.

Fig. 9 shows the database relational model, which

contains the name of relations and their attributes, and

also the specification of primary (underlined attributes) and

foreign (shown with arrows to other relations) keys. There is



Fig. 11. Security constraints (multilevel relational model).
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a direct translation of classes, attributes and associations

into relations and attributes, but there is no such direct

translation of security information. Security information

through tagged values, which are associated with classes,

attributes or associations, will be translated into attributes in

the database relational model only if this security infor-

mation is variable. For instance, in Fig. 8 class BankingData

has the tagged value SLZU.S, which means that not all its

instances will be classified at the same security level. In this

case we must include a new attribute of the relation

BankingData which stores the security level of each tuple.

On the other hand, class LaterFinantialYearsCreditorAnd-

Debtor has the tagged value SLZT, which means that all its

instances will be classified at the level Top Secret, so

therefore it is not necessary to consider a new attribute that

stores the same information for each tuple. A similar

mechanism is considered for translating the security

information of attributes (which can be translated as

additional security attributes associated with the derived

attributes of the relational model), and associations (which

can be translated as additional security attributes associated

with the foreign keys derived from these associations in the

relational model).

Fig. 10 contains the metainformation associated with

these three classes. This element of the multilevel relational

model includes data types of the attributes, and also the

security information of each relation and attribute. This is

important information which cannot be specified in the

database relational model. For instance, in Fig. 9, we

considered the additional attribute SecurityLevel in relation

BankingData to store the security level of each tuple of that

relation, but we must also register the constraint that only

security levels between Unclassified and Secret will be valid

for each of these tuples. In Fig. 10 we can see the security

levels U.S and the user roles AAO and OAC of the tuple

corresponding to the BankingData relation. This infor-

mation comes from the security information that has been

specified for the class BankingData in Fig. 8. In spite of

the fact that security information that appears in Fig. 10 is

only related to relations, it can also be specified for

attributes.

Fig. 11 shows the security constraints of the multilevel

relational model. We can see that the security constraints are
Fig. 10. Metainformation (multilevel relational model).
very similar to those specified in the secure class diagram.

The difference is that here, we work with relations and

attributes, and not with classes, associations and attributes.

Usually these constraints will be the same as those that have

been specified in the secure class diagram, but it is possible

that there may be differences due to the translation between

conceptual and logical concepts.

Traditional multilevel models classify information into

different levels of security. Typically, in these models it is

possible to classify a tuple into any security level, and this

will depend on the security level of the user who creates it.

Moreover, polyinstantiation is commonly used to avoid

disclosure of sensitive information [34,35].

Polyinstantiation combines the primary key of each

relation with security level attributes in order to create a new

primary key, allowing the existence of several rows in

which the primary key differs only in the security level.

Thus, if a user creates a row that already exists but with a

higher security level (so that this row is not accessible to this

user), the system does not show an error message, as this

would be a disclosure of information, but creates the row.

The problem polyinstantiation tries to solve is provoked by

the property of traditional multilevel models in which the

security level of a new row is inherited from the security

level of the user who creates the row. However, in our

model the level of the information does not depend on the

level of the user who creates it, but on the security properties

of the information itself, so therefore, polyinstantiation is

less important. At analysis-time we decide on the classifi-

cation level of the information, so that rows receive the

previously defined security information when they are

created.

5.4. Specific logical design

In this stage we specify the secure database in a particular

logical model: OLS9i. We have chosen this model because

it is part of one of the most important DBMSs, which allows

the implementation of label-based databases. Nevertheless,

the match between the multilevel relational logical model

and OLS9i is not perfect, but this is the price of translating a

general model (PIM, Platform Independent Model, in Model

Driven Architecture [27] terminology) into a more specific

one (PSM, Platform Specific Model). For instance, our



Fig. 13. Security levels definition.
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general model considers security at attribute level, and

OLS9i only supports it at row level (a coarser granularity

access). On the other hand, OLS9i permits the classification

of information in security levels, compartment and user

groups, and this methodology only considers security levels

and user groups.

According to the particularities of OLS9i, the activities

that transform the multilevel relational model into this

specific relational model are as follows:
(1)
 Definition of the database model. All relations that have

been defined in the database relational model have to be

created in OLS9i. Considering the definition of the

multilevel relational model (Table 2), for each RELi

that has been identified in the database relational model,

we have to define a CREATE TABLE sentence,

specifying the attributes of each relation (Aij) with the

corresponding datatype specified in the metainforma-

tion of the model (DTij). It is important to mention that

in this case, all security attributes that could be defined

in this model for each relation (RLi and RRi), have to be

discarded here because they are not necessary, since

information security in OLS9i is stored in an automati-

cally defined label. Moreover, all security attributes that

are defined for each attribute (Li and Ri) also have to be

discarded because OLS9i does not support security for

attributes (only for rows). This is a limitation of OLS9i

that has a complex solution, so if it is important to also

have security for attributes, another secure DBMS

should be chosen.
(2)
 Definition of the security policy and its default options.

Different security policies can be defined, but we

consider that an OLS9i database created using this

methodology should have the options that are shown in

Fig. 12. The name of the column that stores the sensitive

information in each table, which is associated with the

security policy, is SecurityLabel. The option HIDE

indicates that the column SecurityLabel will be hidden,

so that users will not be able to see it in the tables.

The option CHECK_CONTROL forces the system to

check that the user has reading access when he or

she introduces or modifies a row. The option READ_

CONTROL causes the enforcement of the read access

control algorithm for SELECT, UPDATE and DELETE

operations. Finally, the option WRITE_CONTROL

causes the enforcement of the write access control

algorithm for INSERT, DELETE and UPDATE

operations.
(3)
 Specification of the valid security information in the

security policy. Fig. 13 shows the definition of
Fig. 12. Security policy definition.
the security levels that will be valid for this database

(which was initially defined in Table 1), and Fig. 14

specifies the user roles tree that we defined for this

database (which was initially defined in Fig. 7). This

information has been defined in activities 1 and 2 of the

database analysis.
(4)
 Creation of the authorized users and assigning their

authorization information. In Fig. 15 the user User1 is

defined with the following information: Max security

level T, default security level S, minimum security level

S, read access groups Operator, write access groups

Operator, and default groups Operator. Since it is not

usual to assign special privileges to users, we show how

this is possible. This information has been defined in

activity 7 of the database analysis.
(5)
 Definition of the security information for tables through

labeling functions. The manner of assigning security

information (which is specified in the metainformation

of the multilevel relational logical model) to the row,

once it has been inserted, is through labeling functions.

For each relation RELi in the multilevel relational

model, if there are no security constraints associated

with it (meaning that the security information for all

rows will be the same), a labeling function has to be

defined, always assigning the same security information

to the row (previously defined in the metainformation of

the model by ILi and SRi). Fig. 16 shows a labeling

function definition and the command by which it is

assigned to database tables, which are associated with

the relations that have been defined in Fig. 8. If we

observe the metainformation of the table LaterFinan-

cialYearsCreditorAndDebtor in Fig. 10, the security

level that has been specified is Top Secret and the user

group is Operator. So Function1 always creates the

same security label (T::O), which will be assigned to

each instance of that table. We can see that these

functions are easily reusable for several tables with the

same security classification. Once again, if there is
Fig. 14. User roles definition.



Fig. 16. Labeling functions definition. Constant security information.

Fig. 15. User definition.
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security information for attributes (VLij or VRij), this

information has to be discarded because OLS9i does not

support security for attributes.
(6)
 Implementation of the security constraints through

labeling functions. For each security constraint that has

been specified in the multilevel relational model, a

labeling function that implements the constraint has to

be defined. Fig. 17 shows the implementation of the

security constraints that have been specified in Fig. 11.

Function2 creates the security information, depending

on the value of the column BankDescription, and

Function3 depending on the value of the column

Refunds. These functions are then, respectively,

associated with the tables BankingData and

CreditorOfTheExpenseBudget.
(7)
 Implementation, if necessary, of the operations and

control of their security. In this case study, this has not

been necessary.
Fig. 17. Labeling function defini
5.5. Considerations of verification and validation

Verification and validation (V & V), including testing,

are important activities in all software development

methodologies, so in this subsection we introduce some

considerations regarding V & V [5,17,23].

The V & V activities that have been considered in

the methodology presented in this article are classified in

three non-disjoint groups: V & V activities of UP [25],

V & V that are commonly applied to databases [17],

and V & V activities that are necessary in multilevel

security [35].

UP V & V activities: like UP, our methodology is

iterative and incremental. This allows us a better risk

control, and particularly permits us to reduce the risk of

building a database that does not fulfill user requirements.

In fact, this philosophy helps in building the database

step by step, and in defining many checkpoints that allow

us to prove the coherence between the stages of the

methodology, and the development of the right product.

Additionally, as in other methodologies, we have defined

some activities of inspection and review in each stage:

reviewing use cases in the requirements gathering stage;

reviewing classes, reviewing attributes and associations,

and reviewing security in the database analysis stage, and

reviewing the model in the multilevel relational logical

design stage. On the other hand, we have adapted the UP

test stage to be included in this methodology. This stage

is more important in the last iterations of the method-

ology, when part of the product is built. In our

methodology we have considered both the UP artifacts

(test case, test procedure, test component, test model, test

plan, defect, and test evaluation) and workflows (plan and

design test, implement test, and execute and evaluate

test).
tion. Security constraints.
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Database V & V activities: V & V activities are

quite usual in the context of software engineering,

but they are not so common in the database develop-

ment. These activities are usually related to database

integrity. Therefore, in the test stage, we have included

activities in order to check database integrity constraints,

such as with regard to domains, keys, dependencies, etc.

Moreover, typical database tests [17], such as data

charge, and database performance test have also been

included.

Security V & V activities. These activities are focused

on the fulfilment of the security requirements that have

been elicited and modelled in requirements gathering and

database analysis stages, respectively, and on the correct

integration of the multilevel specifications and constraints

into the class model. All inspection and review activities

commented on before (in UP V & V) include tasks to

verify all security decisions. Moreover, the UP test

approach allows us to plan, design, implement, execute

and evaluate tests, also with regard to confidentiality

requirements. On the other hand, all the security

information that the extended class model may contain,

must respect some inherent model constraints (formally

specified with OSCL in [18]):
†
 The security levels defined for each class of the model,

for each attribute, and for each association, must

belong to the sequence of security levels that has been

defined for the model.
†
 The set of user roles defined for each class, attribute,

and association of the model has to be a subtree of the

roles tree that has been defined for the model.
†
 The security level of the instance of a class must be

included in the interval of security levels that have

been defined for this class. The same rule is applicable

to the instances of attributes and links.
†
 The user roles of an instance of a class must be

subtrees of the roles trees that have been defined for

the class. The same rule is applicable to the instance of

attributes and links.
†
 The security levels defined for an attribute have to be

equal to or more restricted than the security levels

defined for its class. The same rule is applicable to the

role hierarchies.
†
 The security levels defined for an association between

two classes have to be equal to or more restricted than

the security level of these classes. The same rule is

applicable to the role hierarchies.
†
 In generalization hierarchies, the security level of the

subclasses has to be equal to or more restrictive than

the security level of the superclass. This rule is

applicable to user roles.

The manual verification of these constraints is tedious,

and not very reliable. Therefore, the CASE tool that we

introduce in the next section automatically verifies
the fulfillment of all the class model security inherent

constraints.
6. Case tool

A CASE tool that extends Rational Rose has been

developed in order to automate the requirements gathering

and database analysis stages of the secure database design

methodology. The main functions of this tool can be

grouped as follows:
†
 System Security Information Definition. For each data-

base, it is possible to define and manage the valid values

of security levels and the valid user role hierarchy.
†
 Use Cases Security Information Definition. This func-

tionality helps to model use case diagrams, integrating

the new stereotypes that have been defined for the

extended use case diagrams (secure use case and

authorized actor).
†
 Class Diagrams Security Information Definition. This

functionality allows us to model class diagrams, but this

is done by integrating the new tagged values that contain

the security levels and user roles which can be defined for

each element of the class model (classes, attributes and

associations). The CASE tool does not only allow us to

introduce security information in the models, but it

automatically checks the inherent constraints of the

extended class diagram.
†
 Security Constraint Specification. OSCL security con-

straints can be introduced in the class diagram by using

this functionality. Once the security constraint has been

introduced, an automatic lexical and syntactical analysis

is performed.

This CASE tool has been implemented as a dynamic link

library, in Visual Basic 6. We have used the Rose

Extensibility Interface, which allows us to program using

a direct interface of the UML diagrams, and modify and

extend the basic UML stereotypes. Therefore, it has been

possible to extend the use case and class diagrams, and to

implement a CASE tool for managing these diagrams and

the security information. Finally, the tool has been added to

Rational Rose (in both its 98 version and that of 2000), using

its add-in manager, by means of a simple installation.

This CASE tool is being extended in order to support the

complete methodology. Therefore, in addition to the

functionality previously commented, the new CASE tool

will semi-automatically generate the multilevel relational

logical model starting from the conceptual model. As a

concrete application, the multilevel relational logical model

will be processed to semi-automatically generate the OLS9i

code which defines the database structure, implements the

necessary labeling functions, and defines the security policy

according to the information gathered throughout the

application of the methodology.
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7. Lessons learned

The development of this methodology, together with its

application for the design of a secure database for a

Provincial Government in Spain during a period of almost 2

years, and with continuous revisions and feedback has

contributed to many advantages and lessons learned. This

activity has been positive both for the Provincial

Government and for the results of our research.

The positive aspects for the Provincial Government have

been the following
†
 Considering that Society’s concerns for security aspects

in information technology is not great, the application of

this methodology, together with the extension of

personal data protection laws, have contributed to raising

the Provincial Government staff’s awareness of the

importance of confidentiality and privacy.
†
 Security flaws have been detected and corrected from the

first stages of the application of the methodology.

Therefore, the application of a methodological approach

in the development of this secure database (less expenses

and development effort) has reaped considerable

benefits.
†
 The personal data protection laws are fulfilled, and

therefore, the privacy of citizens and the confidentiality

of companies can be respected.
†
 The staff of the Provincial Government that collaborated

with us has been motivated, and has participated in the

design of the secure database, and in the improvement of

the methodology.

From the point of view of the research, this collaboration

has helped us in several aspects:
†
 The application of the action research method has

allowed us to define the models, languages and stages

of the methodology, and to improve them thanks to

continuous feedback and tests.
†
 It has been possible to define the requirements of the

CASE tool we have developed, and to test and use it with

this case study.
†
 We have realized the high complexity of applying this

methodology together with a DBMS that does not

support multilevel security (e.g. Ingres).
†
 We have also realized that V & V activities in the

methodology have to be improved. This fact confirms

the result of [20] in which authors mention that V & V

activities that are considered in the standard IEEE 1012

[23] are not completely supported by the UP.
†
 We have realized that many security requirements are

repeated. Therefore an approach in which requirements

can be reused could be integrated within the

methodology.
†
 Some details regarding the granularity of information

classification have been discovered. The methodology
has to be general enough, allowing a high degree of

granularity in the classification, but this case study

demonstrates that: It is sometimes necessary to specify

security levels for attributes that are different from the

security level of the class they belong to; it is

infrequently necessary to specify security roles for

attributes that are different from the roles of the class

they belong to; it is infrequently necessary to specify

security constraints (both for levels and roles) for

attributes; it is frequently necessary to define security

levels and roles for classes; and sometimes it is necessary

to specify security constraints, but always with regard to

security levels.

Moreover, this collaboration has generated some inter-

esting new ideas and future considerations, such as the

extension of the methodology to develop other database

paradigms, for example object-relational or XML databases,

which are being gradually introduced in companies and

public institutions. Another important challenge is to extend

the methodology to be applied with DBMS that does not

support multilevel security. In such a case, access control

and security constraints have to be enforced by implement-

ing complex triggers, and security information must be

stored in hidden columns.
8. Conclusions and future work

The critical nature of IS and especially of databases for

modern business, together with new requirements of laws

and governments, make more sophisticated approaches

necessary to ensure database security.

Traditionally, information security deals with different

research topics, such as access control techniques, secure

architectures, cryptographic methods, etc. Although all

these topics are very important, we believe it is fundamental

to use a methodological approach, where security is taken

into consideration at all stages of the database development

process and especially from the earliest stages of the life

cycle. In this article we have summarized a methodology for

designing secure databases, which extends the most widely

accepted modeling languages, process models, constraint

languages and security models in the industrial and research

community. The methodology has been refined and tested

by designing a secure database for a Spanish local

government, thus solving its problems of confidentiality.

We have also developed a CASE tool to automatically

support the management of secure use case and secure class

diagrams and OSCL security constraints.

We are extending the methodology presented in this

article in several directions: it may be interesting to improve

and extend languages and techniques, for example, to

consider new kinds of security constraints, such as temporal,

integrity or availability constraints [12]. We are also

improving the requirements gathering stage in order to
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reuse legal requirements [37]. Other interesting future lines

are to extend and adapt this methodology to be applied to

the design of multimedia information (digital libraries,

multimedia databases, XML-based multimedia documents,

etc.), and issues related to the World Wide Web (web

databases, web portals, intranets, etc.).
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